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1 Tables of factors up to 1811

One of the first table of factors was that of Cataldi, published in 1603. He gave a list of
the factors of all numbers to 750 [4].

In 1659, Rahn, and then Brancker in 1668 [49], both under the inspiration of John Pell,
pushed the limit to 100000. The next hundred years saw little progress, although some
larger tables were computed but not published. The next impetus came from Lambert
who published a slight extension of Brancker’s table in 1770 [41], and made a call for even
larger tables. Lambert saw the construction of these tables as a collaborative effort, and
he was disappointed to see many independent and wasted efforts which were wanting to
be organized.

Under Lambert’s impulsion, Felkel published in 1776 a table giving all simple factors
up to 408000 [24, 25, 26, 27], but his plans were to go much beyond. Lambert’s scheme
was taken over by Vega, although Vega did not extend it.

In 1775, Euler made a call similar to that of Lambert, and Nils Schenmark (1720–
1788), a Swedish astronomer and professor of mathematics at Lund university, organized
a small team to compute a table giving the smallest factor up to one million [64]. This
table was not published, but there had been plans to do so.

The next major progress came from Chernac who in 1811 published complete decom-
positions of all numbers up to one million and not divisible by 2, 3, or 5 [12].

Such was the state of tables of factors and primes when Burckhardt started to work
on them.

2 The Burckhardt scheme

2.1 Burckhardt’s tables (1814–1817)

Johann Karl Burckhardt (1773–1825), grew up in Leipzig and studied by himself as-
tronomy and several foreign languages [3]. He entered University in 1792 and studied
mathematics under Hindenburg. In 1796, he went to Gotha, working with Zach. Zach
recommended Burckhardt to Lalande and he thus went to Paris. In 1807, Burckhardt
became director of the observatory at the École militaire. By that time, Burckhardt
was known by the name Jean Charles Burckhardt. Burckhardt translated the first two
volumes of Laplace’s Mécanique céleste in German. He constructed lunar tables based
on Laplace’s theory in 1812.

From 1814 to 1817, Burckhardt published his tables of factors given the smallest
factors of all integers not divisible by 2, 3, or 5 in the first three millions [6, 7, 9, 8].1

A note in the preface of the first million [9] indicates that

Si la vente de ces trois premiers millions paraissait assez favorable au Libraire
pour qu’il crût pouvoir se charger de l’impression des 4e, 5e et 6e million, je
n’aurais que peu de chose à faire pour achever le manuscrit [9].

1Reviews of Burckhardt’s tables were published by Gauss [28, pp. 183–186].
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and we must therefore presume that Burckhardt had computed a large part of the fourth,
fifth, and sixth millions. But the fate of Burckhardt’s manuscripts is not known [33,
p. 127].

Each page of Burckhardt’s table contains 30 columns of 80 numbers, each column
corresponding to a range of 300 integers, excluding the multiples of 2, 3, and 5. A
number N is written N = 100p+ q with q < 100 and p is given at the top of the columns.
The values of q are written in the left column. The same values of q can be used for each
column, since the range of a column is a multiple of 2, 3, and 5.

Burckhardt’s table is simple to use, and we will only give two examples. The first cell
at the top left in figure 1 corresponds to 378001 = 13 × 29077 and contains 13, which
is the smallest factor. The last cell of the page, at the bottom right, corresponds to
386999 = 41× 9439 and contains 41.

For the construction of his table, Burckhardt used matrices (stencils) like Kulik after
him [40], but only up to 500. But although Burckhardt’s table contains 30 columns per
page, he in fact used a larger “virtual” page, with 77 columns and 80 lines which were
used to print the preliminary sheets, and of which 30 columns would be taken at a time.
Kulik, instead, used exactly 77 columns for each page of his final table.

For factors greater than 500, Burckhardt used the multiple-method, again like Kulik
did after him.

2.2 Crelle’s tables (ca. 1830–1840)

After the completion of Burckhardt’s work, and perhaps because he had alluded at more
millions which never saw the light of day, August Leopold Crelle (1780–1855) started
to extend Burckhardt’s work. Crelle was a German mathematician and construction
engineer. He was self trained and was granted a doctorate in mathematics for a thesis
submitted in 1815. He was also the architect of the first railway line in Prussia in 1838.
He is now most famous for having founded the Journal für die reine und angewandte
Mathematik in 1826, but he also published several mathematical treatises and textbooks,
as well as works on railway engineering and railway economics. Among other things, he
also published several mathematical tables, in particular tables of multiplication [13].

Crelle’s work on tables of factors probably started after Burckhardt’s death and
around 1830. Inded the Abhandlungen of the Academy of sciences in Berlin for 1833
mention that Crelle obtained during that year a support of 300 Reichsthaler for the
computation of the primes in the fourth million.2

The work was probably completed around 1840, and its completion was apparently
well known among mathematicians. Unfortunately, Crelle’s tables were never published.
They were deposited in the Archives of the Academy of Sciences in Berlin where they do
possibly still exist.3

In 1853, however, Crelle published a long article on how to proceed in order to build
a large table of factors [15]. In that article, Crelle kept the arrangement with 80 lines

2“In diesem Jahre wurde dem Herrn Geh. Ober-Baurath Crelle zur Berechnung der Primzahlen von

der 4ten Million an eine Unterstützung von 300 Rthlr. bewilligt.” [1, p. iv].
3We have contacted the Academy of sciences in Berlin, but their archives are closed until the beginning

of 2012. Further investigation is therefore needed to find out whether Crelle’s manuscripts do still exist,
and whether they were really as inaccurate as has been written.
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Figure 1: Excerpt of Burckhardt’s first million, for the numbers from 378001 to 386999 [9].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: (a) Johann Karl Burckhardt (1773–1825), (b) August Leopold Crelle (1780–
1855), (c) Zacharias Dase (1824–1861), and (d) James Glaisher (1809–1903) (source:
Wikipedia)
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and a range of 300 values per column, but concentrated on the organization of tables of
multiples for filling the table of factors. Interestingly, Crelle did not mention his work on
the fourth, fifth and sixth millions. He instead went on describing the unique capabilities
of Dase. Crelle wrote that Dase had the plan to compute a table of factors up to 30
millions, and that he expected this to take him 30 years [15, p. 92]. Crelle was obviously
unaware of Kulik’s work, who claimed to have filled such a table by 1825 [39].

One interesting feature of Crelle’s study is his analysis of the cost and time needed
to compute a large table, and he considers in particular two cases. For a table up to
7 millions, he found that two years should suffice. For a table up to 49 millions, Crelle
concluded that the computation could be done in 16 years, and therefore that if Dase
used Crelle’s methods, it could save him 20 years of work.

2.3 Dase’s completed tables (1862–1865)

The most gifted arithmetical mental calculator who has ever lived.
R. C. Archibald [2, p. 21]

Zacharias Dase (1824–1861) was a child prodigy [18] and at the age of 15 he made
public appearances in his hometown of Hamburg. He also travelled to other German
cities. Dase, however, had no advanced mathematical knowledge, and was not inclined
to acquire one. He only learned enough to perform computations, such as obtaining 200
digits of π [16],4 computing natural logarithms [17], or tables of factors.

In the mid 1840s, Crelle’s tables were known, and there was an incentive to exploit
them. So, in 1849, Gauss wrote to Encke to suggest that Dase might be asked to count
the primes in Crelle’s tables [33, p. 128]. In 1850, Gauss wrote to Dase about the 4th, 5th
and 6th millions computed by Crelle a long time ago, and that priority should be given to
the numbers from 6 millions to 10 millions. This letter is reproduced in the introduction
to the seventh million [19], [33, p. 128].

It was at this time that Dase published his first table, giving the natural logarithms
to 7 decimal places [17]. It must also have been at about that time that Dase planned to
compute tables of factors, since his project is already mentioned by Crelle in 1853. Dase
worked on the seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth millions.

When Dase died in 1861, the seventh million was complete, and the eighth was nearly
complete [33, p. 129]. A great part of the factors of the ninth and tenth millions had also
been determined.

The first volume of tables of factors was only published in 1862 [19] for the seventh
million. The eighth million was published in 1863 [20] and the ninth million was published
after Dase’s death by H. Rosenberg in 1865 [21].

2.4 Dase’s 10th million

Dase also worked on the 10th million [22]. It was finished by Rosenberg, but remained
in his possession. In 1878, the manuscript was still in the possession of of Rosenberg’s
widow [33, p. 130], [38].

4This was for a short period of time the largest known number of decimals of π.
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Shortly afterwards, still in 1878, the manuscript was presented to the Berlin Academy [33,
p. 130].

During the preparation of his table of factors, Lehmer used the tables of Burckhardt,
Dase, and Glaisher, and he had planned to compare his manuscript with the 10th million
computed by Dase and Rosenberg. Unfortunately, this 10th million seemed to have
vanished and could not be found at the Academy of sciences in Berlin [44, p. viii]. It is
not impossible that this manuscript still exists, as well as Crelle’s.

2.5 Glaisher’s tables (1879–1883)

James Glaisher (1809–1903) was an astronomer and meteorologist [23, 36]. He was in
charge of the meteorological department in Greenwich from 1838 to 1874. Glaisher was
also associated with aeronautics and made many ascents in balloons, up to 37000 feet.

In 1875, Glaisher joined the committee of the British Association on mathematical
tables of which his son, J. W. L. Glaisher, was a reporter.

Professor Kummer wrote in 1877 to Arthur Cayley that Crelle’s manuscripts had been
examined, and that the manuscripts were found so inaccurate that the publication would
never be advisable [33, p. 130]. This then prompted Glaisher to start working on the
fourth million in 1878. With help supplied by a grant, he filled the gap and published
the three remaining millions between 1879 and 1883 [29, 30, 31].

In 1883, the factors of the first nine millions had therefore finally been computed and
published.

3 Reconstruction

There are in fact some small variations between the tables of Burckhardt, Dase and
Glaisher. For instance, on the three header lines in each table, Dase does not print vertical
bars, except when the tens of thousands are changing, whereas Burckhardt always prints
them. In our reconstruction, we have adopted a uniform presentation, although we could
have been faithful to Dase’s layout. There are other small details that we did not take
care of. For instance, although Burckhardt used oldstyle numerals in all its tables, Dase’s
tables replace them by normal numerals in the headers. We have also kept Burckhardt’s
layout, although our types are not his.

Glaisher followed Dase’s layout for the headers. He introduced the ten thousands
between brackets at the top of the pages, as these are convenient for researching the
adequate part. Since we have put the page numbers at the top (as did Burckhardt
and Dase), we have put the bracketed intervals at the bottom of the tables, for all nine
volumes.

4 The use of the tables of factors

Burckhardt’s tables were used for various calculations, in particular by Edward Sang for
his tables of logarithms [62, 63].
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But tables of the first nine millions of primes were also soon used to count the number
of primes and to compare various formulæ. Bertelsen, in particular, used Meissel’s method
to compute the number of primes in various intervals, and therefore to check for errors
in the tables [35].

The work of Burckhardt, Dase, Glaisher and Kulik (for the 10th million) was consol-
idated by Lehmer who, in 1909, published his table of factors to 10 millions [44], and in
1914 his table of primes also to 10 millions [45].

Erratas of Burckhardt’s, Dase’s, and Glaisher’s tables were given by Lehmer in 1909 [44,
pp. xi–xii].
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Figure 3: Excerpt of Dase’s ninth million [21].
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